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Before YOU start

1. Have you read through the instructions?

2. Do you have all the recommended tools?

3. Do you have somebody assisting you?

4. Have you allocated enough time? 

The most important part is to follow the instructions

 and read everything carefully before you start.

5. You need a good, stable ladder.

6. Don’t use an impact driver.

7. Clean the area before you start.

8. Wear safety glasses!

9. Keep work area clear!

Double-check the measurements during the installation

If you have any problems understanding the instructions or you feel uncomfortable 
handling the installation, please ask a handyman or work with a contractor.  Call/ 
write us if you need help or have concerns or questions.

www.auxx-lift.com/installation-help

Help phone: PST 10 am -3 pm 1 805 862 8271

!Watch the Video on 
www.auxx-lift.com/

installation-help

 

Watch the videos on 
www.auxx-lift.com/

installation-help

Stop
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7/16"-11mm 

#1

RECOMMENDED TOOLS

5/32"  /  4mm
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Part list

4X

M6 x 15

8X

4X

4X

4X

4X

4X

4X

4X

¼” x ¾”

12X

6X

4X

6X

8X

2X

4X
¼” 20

¼” 

¼” 20

Threated rod
¼” 20
12"

Spring
¼” x 3"

¼” 20

¼” 20
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Cover Dry wallDry wall

Cover DrywallDrywall

Cover
DrywallDrywall

Cover
DrywallDrywall

Platform

Platform

Platform

Platform

Inlay

Inlay

Lay-on

Lay-on

Cut

Attic Inlay or Lay on Cover

Big Joist

Small 
Joist

Big Joist

Small 
Joist
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Platform

Cover Beam

Plywood e.g. ¾”
BracketBracket

Joist

Floor Attic

Drywall

Platform

Cover Beam

Plywood e.g. ¾”
BracketBracket

Joist

Floor Attic

Drywall

Platform

Cover Beam

Plywood e.g. ¾”
BracketBracket

Joist

Floor Attic

DrywallDrywall

C
o

ve
r 
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r 
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Lay-on cover 

Inlay Cover

Inlay Cover with fire protection
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Important: The lift is 
complete adjusted 
Take Measurements 
between Platform frame 
and Attic opening

Raise the platform 
around 3' off the floor to
remove the wooden 
platform conveniently 
(in case the cover isn’t 
attached it)

4X

8X
M6x20

4mm / 5/32"

Install the end caps (4x)
The small hole shows to 
the top.
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Install the threaded rod, 
spring, nuts and washer 
the way that you see on 
the drawing here, 4X
The crow nut is screwed 
on after cutting the 
threaded rod.
(on the end of the 
installing, is for your 
safety)

Install T-Slotted Framing 
Rails 1"x1" on both 
length sides 2X

Install the angle brackets
On each side three 
brackets inside. 
Install the screw and the 
nut to the bracket and 
slide all together to the 
T-Slotted Framing 6X 
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Platform beam

Cover
 adjust nut

Cover
 adjust nut

Desired Joist 
height

adjust nut

Desired Joist 
height

adjust nut

Cover beam

Platform beam

Cover
 adjust nut

Cover
 adjust nut

Desired joist 
height 

adjust nut

Desired joist 
height 

adjust nut

Adjust the threaded rod with the 
adjustment nut 
The threaded rod should be able 
to easily move to the plastic 
holder
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DrywallDrywall

Platform

Motor Coil

Floor

Stop the lift 1/8" before the cover beams hit the 
floor.  
Wrap the cable tie around the last two cable wraps 
and tighten the cable tie.
Do it on all four cable ends.
Adjust the platform with cover to the floor.

Platform

Cover Beam

Plywood e.g. ¾”
BracketBracket

Joist

Floor Attic

Drywall

Lay-on cover 

Adjust the cover beam as shown in the drawing.
The height depends on the cover version ( Lay-on  or 
inlay) please visit page 7.
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Attic
 opening

Attic opening
Plus 1"-2" 

overlap

Push the button UP on the remote and 
bring the cover Beam a round 10" over 
the floor. Lay the cover on the floor. Push 
the bottom down and put the Cover 
beams on the Cover. Make the 
measurements like in the drawing.
Connect the Cover to the brackets (12x)

6X 12X

6X

6X

Lay on Cover

BracketBracket
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Brackets connected to 
the cover beams



Cover
DrywallDrywall

Platform

Cut

Cover DrywallDrywall

Platform
Inlay

8X

4X

Connect the cover and bring the 
platform to the Attic opening.
Draw the dotted line of the Attic side 
on the Cover. Remove the cover.
Cut the dotted line.
Connect the corners. Connect the 
cover back the the cover beam 
brackets.

Attic opening
Plus 1"-2" 

overlap (Cover)

Attic opening

6X
(4x)

12X
 (8x)

6X
(4x)

Bracket (  )= small Attic 
Platform
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Inlay Cover



Platform

Cover Beam
Plywood e.g. ¾”

BracketBracket

Joist

Floor Attic

Drywall

Cover Rabbets
(is not include)

Inlay Cover 
(Cover Rabbets)

Cover board

Cover adjustment

Version 1

Version 21
"

Ø= ¼”

e.g. plastic or wood

Cover Rabbets
(is not include)
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Cover
DrywallDrywall

Platform

Lay-on

Tight the nut until 
the cover reaches 
the attic opening 

then 3 more turns 
for tension

Cover
DrywallDrywall

Platform

Lay-on Cut the threaded rod 
and connect the had nut

(lock and safety nut)
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7/16"-11mm 

7/16"-11mm 

Cover adjustment
Inlay and Lay- on
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